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Once again, Verizon will offer free live streams of local games and NFL primetime through its Yahoo Sports mobile app. But there is a twist for the 2020-2021 season: the app will provide built-in video chat so you can watch along with up to three friends. As in the last two seasons, you won't have to be a
Verizon customer to watch games for free. However, you'll need to watch through a smartphone or tablet because Verizon's streaming rights don't extend to connected computers or TVs. The video chat feature and some games will also be unavailable on tablets. That's a bit of a shame, as watching
together feature would be more enjoyable on larger screens. Free feeds will also be available through the NFL app, the NFL Fantasy app, individual NFL team apps, Yahoo Fantasy Sports, the AOL app and, most strangely, Yahoo Mail, all with the same device restrictions. In addition to co-watching,
Verizon is engaging in some augmented reality gimmickry with a feature called PlayAR, which will provide 360 degree views for certain player play and ball tracking data superimposed on the screen. The Watch Together concept has become a miniature craze in the streaming industry during the
coronavirus pandemic. Amazon, Hulu and Movies Anywhere have launched all text-based chat co-view features, while HBO has partnered with an external company called Scener to launch both text and video chat. Scener also integrates with several other video services, including Netflix and Disney
Plus, and some people have figured out to coblet together their own joint viewing sessions in Zoom.Verizon, however, is the first company to bring native video chat to live streams for a major sporting event, which is undoubtedly where people would be most interested in using this type of feature. Only
those desperate for football need apply 3DS best (and only) football game Action has its 3D moments can hurt the eyes pulling off the big tracks is mostly luck A seriously truncated version of Madden There would be a new video game system if there were at least a few sports games to go with the
release , and EA has stepped up to fill this role with a Madden franchise port. With more options that the publisher has to choose from, you'd expect EA to have a sports game ready for release. You just don't expect it to be that boring. Madden for 3DS is an attempt to squeeze a complex game into a
simplistic package, and as a result, the video game feels more like an interpretation of football rather than a playable version of it. The game is unrefined and feels more like something you might find on Nintendo than a brand new system. The features are limited, and there is just nothing that really
appears with this title. It's almost like the game hardly included any features other than a game now option. Madden offers two types of football, either 5 to 5 or 11 on 11. Both options are available in seasonal mode, as well as the piece now, and that's about it. There is no depth at all at this title, which is
surprising compared to the massive amount of player data included with console versions. Obviously, don't expect to have anywhere near the same sophistication in a portable game, but this title feels like you should have just slapped on a generic Nintendo football name and left it at that. The real
gameplay is fine, but it feels slow and limiting. You just never really feel like you're in control, and when you do pull off a great game, it feels more like luck than skill. The defense is the most obvious victim, and it feels like and you have almost no control. In fact, you can let the game use the game stream
option (which you choose plays for you) and then just walk. The graphics are not bad, and the comment is fine, although somewhat limited. 3D is a major part, but it's somewhat strange. With half the game taking place on the touchscreen through the calling game, it can hurt your eyes to have to focus on
3D over and over again. Chances are you'll find yourself dropping out of 3D output to make it easier to see. EA's Madden is a solid franchise, but this release is a setback for the series in total. It feels hurried and half completely, and that is to be generous. Only the most hardcore of fans who are
desperate to play football on their new 3DS should consider this title. Score: 4.5 out of 10 (This game was reviewed on Nintendo 3DS on a copy provided by EA) Editors' recommendations in the past year, the NFL has faced a barrage of vocal criticism over its manipulation of a number of issues, including
concussions, domestic violence, and Deflategate. But as the season finally began, a different sound prevailed: cha-ching! In fact, the country's most popular sports league seems to continue its ascent. The annual Hall of Fame game, the first of the pre-season, enjoyed its largest audience in five years.
Matches over the opening weekend of the season attracted a record number of spectators - 19.9 million per game, according to the league. Monday Night Football ratings also exceeded last year by more than 10%. Forbes recently declared the Dallas Cowboys the most valuable team in the world, with an
estimated $4 billion-$740 million ahead of No 2 football giant Real Madrid. And NFL game tickets in the secondary market bring in 5% more than a year ago, according to researcher TiqIQ. Even some alleged NFL villains are doing well. New England defender Tom Brady, triumphant in the Deflategate
scandal, is now at the top of the player product sales list for the first time in his long career, the NFL Players Association reports. And Minnesota running back Adrian Peterson, who pleaded no contest to attack his young son, wasn't just drafted in 100% of Yahoo! fantasy, but was started by 100% of
wannabe CEOs in the first week. Do fans let scruples get in the way of Sunday's ritual? That's a fantasy. - Michael Vallo Next Next 21 Markets are closed in Japan for respect for the day of age. Debate in Congress over a stop gap spending bill is likely this week. The Shadow Financial Regulatory
Committee meets at the American Enterprise Institute. Israel's Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu meets with Russian Vladimir Putin to discuss Syria. DoubleLine Capital Jeffrey Gundlach participates in a joint webcast with state street advisors global head of SPDR ETFs on The Forward Road: What's
Next for Fixed Revenue. Tuesday 22 Chinese President Xi Jinping is coming to the U.S. for a state visit. Markets in Japan remain closed. Markets in Israel are closed. Newmont Mining is among the companies presenting at the Denver Gold Forum. Mesenax, Splunk and Parker Hannifin meet with
analysts and investors. General Mills, Daren Restaurants, ConAgra Foods, and Carnival are among the companies posting results. On Wednesday, 23, ecb chief Mario Draghi testified at a quarterly hearing before the European Parliament's Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs. It's Gann Day,
named after Wall Street trader W.D. Gann, who named the fall equinox as the date when markets top more frequently than any other day of the year, according to the Institutional Strategist. The ESA Advisory Committee on Small and Emerging Enterprises shall meet. Pope Francis meets with President
Barack Obama in Washington before going to New York tomorrow. Markets in Japan are closed. Markets in Israel are closed for Yom Kippur.Thursung 24 orders for durable goods and new home sales for August are reported. Federal Reserve President Janet Yellen lectures at the Department of
Economics at the University of Massachusetts. The European Central Bank announces the allocation of long-term refinancing operations. Hercules Offshore is asking a Delaware bankruptcy judge to consider its proposal to give ownership of the restructured company to bondholders in exchange for $1.2
billion in debt forgiveness. Sen. Elizabeth Warren is addressing the 24th Conference of the Congress of Savings and Retail Banks in Washington. Xylem and Arrowhead Research host analysts and investors. Morgan Stanley Chief Investment Strategist David Darst participates in an investment panel at
92nd Street Y in New York. Markets in many Muslim countries are closed for Eid al-Adha. Friday 25 The last reading on GDP of the second quarter is issued. President Obama has a high-level meeting with Xi of China. Issues to be discussed include weakening China's economy and cybersecurity. Line
quarterly results. St. Louis Fed Chairman James Bullard talks about monetary policy. Week's Highlight Friday 25: China's President Xi Jinping holds a summit with President Barack Obama in Washington. Email: editors@barrons.com Justin Edmonds/Getty Images Football is back, and if you're planning



to head to your local stadium for a game, you'll likely be tempted to buy some drinks and, of course, nfl merchandise. There's nothing wrong with picking up a few souvenirs, but before you buy a football shirt, autograph or any other NFL equipment, keep in mind that some good things are buying from the
NFL stadium store and others are best bought elsewhere. Here's a look at the best NFL clothing and other items to buy from the game - and swag that you should wait to pick up. Once you buy your NFL game ticket, use any money you've left wisely. Doug Pensinger/Getty Images When it comes to fan
gear, cheap NFL shirts are hard to find. Nike, the official supplier of the uniform league, can essentially set its own prices. After taking over the reebok in 2012, Nike immediately raised prices for official NFL T-shirts and then raised fares again in 2014. Nike's 2014 prices remain unchanged at the start of
the 2017 season. Entry-level Game T-shirts sell for $100, intermediate Limited T-shirts are $150 and top-of-the-line Elite T-shirts - made from the same material as players' shirts - sell for $295 and up. Nike has also introduced $80 Legends T-shirts. You can find relatively cheap T-shirts online, but you
may also find something you won't encounter at the stadium: fakes. In fact, eBay has been warning its users, at least since 2013 about the proliferation of fake T-shirts sold on its auction site and even the feds are losing the war on NFL counterfeit goods sold online - especially T-shirts, according to the
Chicago Tribune. Official NFL jerseys are almost always at the same price, no matter where you buy them. But when you buy them from the game you can be sure that you paid for the real thing. Don't miss out: Here's how much it will cost you to see a game at these must-see stadiums in America Joe
Robbins/Getty Images Clothes aren't the only things that will cost you to play a ball game. When you visit the stadium to please your team, a cold beer will be expensive, even if the team plays in a cheap stadium. The average cost of a pint beer at an NFL stadium is $7.38. No league team charges less
than $5 for a project - and some teams would be 49ers, $10 fee. It's better to share a case with your buddies and get in as long as possible before the game. Here's Who Stadium Beers Can Afford: The Highest Paid Player on Every NFL Team Christian Petersen/Getty Images Game-used Gear is among
the fastest growing niches in the $1.5 billion sports memorabilia industry, according to NBC Sports. The game equipment used is exactly what the name suggests: NFL hats, T-shirts, gloves, headphones, laces and everything else that a player actually wore during a regulation game. You can get used
game tools online, but it's almost verify the authenticity of the goods, according to NBC Sports. The market is full of counterfeit banknotes, and people almost always have to hire a third-party professional to check to make sure they get the real thing. Another option is to participate credible credible
guaranteeing the authenticity of the goods checked. At reputable auctions, however, high bid rolls big bucks for genuine swag. A T-shirt worn by the game sold for $101,000 in 2015, according to ESPN - and it was just a college T-shirt. The best option is to buy from the stadium, where authenticity is safe
and you don't have to overbid anyone. The Eagles are currently selling a pair of downtown Jason Kelce game-used gloves for $89.99, and Cleveland Browns fans can score a Jersey that defensively rear Johnson Bademosi wore in a 2014 game for $174.99. Christian Petersen/Getty Pictures If you're
hungry for a hot dog at an NFL game, the best you're going to get is $3 – which is the price of bargain seahawks, Ravens and Vikings charge. The average price of a hot dog at a football stadium, however, is $5.19 and some teams, such as the Buffalo Bills, charge a whopping $7. You can always buy a
pack of eight franks and grill them yourself in the parking lot. Matthew Paulson/Flickr.com If you're a fan of giant, plastic, bouncing heads on small plastic bodies, get fixed to the stadium. You will generally find a much better selection of limited and hard to find bobbleheads at the NFL pro store than you
would at other retailers. Bobbleheads you can find elsewhere are generally comparable in price - at least for those officially licensed by the NFL. One of the most popular collectible stakes in the New England Patriots NFL store is Tom Brady Super Bowl LI bobblehead, which sells for $34.99. You can find
the same item on the Fanatics website, but you won't get a break on the price. Another top seller is a Dallas Cowboys Dak Prescott Headline Player bobblehead for $29.99 - and when you add taxes and shipping, the price goes up. Find out: 20 Ways to Save Big at NFL Games Tetra Images/Getty Images
If you're a Chiefs fan, a framed panoramic photo of a sold-out Arrowhead Stadium would be a pretty sweet addition to your home sports hangout. It would be even sweeter, however, to pay $129 to MyTeamPrints instead of $149.99 at the NFL Chiefs Shop. Teams across the NFL sell gorgeous stadium
images framed in their pro stores, which are uniformly priced across the league. In almost every case, you can find the same elsewhere for less. Keith Allison/Flickr.com the memorabilia of autographed football is one of many collectors who could pay the big down line. The FBI concluded that 70 percent
of all autographed sports memorabilia is fake, according to a 1996 Washington Post article. In 2000, the estimated number of forgeries was actually closer to 90 percent, according to the New York Post. In 2005, the FBI announced the results of Operation Bullpen, an operation that revealed that the
situation did not improve much in nine years. Fast forward to 2017 and the autograph industry is still full of fraud. SportsMemorabilia.com estimatethat when you buy an autographed item, you take a 50-50 chance that it will be real - and an optimistic estimate. Whether it's a $3,049.99 autograph, 40th
anniversary jersey from Miami Dolphins historic perfect 1972 season or a 2016 Buffalo Bills Draft Day autograph cap by Cardale Jones for $19.99, two things I'm sure if you bought from the stadium: One probably could have found it online for less, and two probably would have been fake. Unlike
autographed memorabilia, spare books are easy to authenticate and easily accessible - provided they are not signed or particularly rare. To run-of-the-mill collectible cards, you probably won't find many steal at the stadium and can probably find the same card or collection at a discount, online retailer for
less. You can get a Ray Lewis three-card collection rookie for $49.99 at the Baltimore Ravens NFL store or get the same collection for $30 less at SportsMemorabilia.com. A 1986 Topps Reggie White rookie card sells for $24.99 at the Philadelphia Eagles store. At SportsMemorabilia.com, the price for the
same book drops to $9.99. Up Next: The Average Cost of Super Bowl Tickets From 1967 to Date About Football Author is back, and if you're planning to head to your local stadium for a game, you'll likely be tempted to buy some food, drinks and, of course, NFL merchandise. There's nothing wrong with
picking up a few souvenirs, but before you buy a football shirt, autograph or any other NFL equipment, keep in mind that some good things are buying from the NFL stadium store and others are best bought elsewhere. Here's a look at the best NFL clothing and other items to buy from the game - and
swag that you should wait to pick up. Once you buy your NFL game ticket, use any money you've left wisely. When it comes to fan gear, cheap NFL shirts are hard to find. Nike, the official supplier of the uniform league, can essentially set its own prices. After taking over the reebok in 2012, Nike
immediately raised prices for official NFL T-shirts and then raised fares again in 2014. Nike's 2014 prices remain unchanged at the start of the 2017 season. Entry-level Game T-shirts sell for $100, intermediate Limited T-shirts are $150 and top-of-the-line Elite T-shirts - made from the same material as
players' shirts - sell for $295 and up. Nike has also introduced $80 Legends T-shirts. You can find relatively cheap T-shirts online, but you may also find something you won't encounter at the stadium: fakes. In fact, eBay has been warning its users, at least since 2013 about the proliferation of fake T-shirts
sold on its auction site and even the feds are losing the war on NFL counterfeit goods sold online - especially T-shirts, according to the Chicago Tribune. NFL jerseys are almost always at the same price, no matter where you buy them. But when you buy them from the game you can be sure that you paid
for the real thing. Don't miss out: Here's how much it will cost you to see a game at these must-see stadiums over America clothes aren't the only ones that will cost you a game. When you visit the stadium to please your team, a cold beer will be expensive, even if the team plays in a cheap stadium. The
average cost of a pint beer at an NFL stadium is $7.38. No league team charges less than $5 for a project - and some teams would be 49ers, $10 fee. It's better to share a case with your buddies and get in as long as possible before the game. Here's Who Stadium Beers Can Afford: The Highest Paid
Player on every NFL Team Game-tool used is among the fastest growing niches in the $1.5 billion sports industry, according to NBC Sports. The game equipment used is exactly what the name suggests: NFL hats, T-shirts, gloves, headphones, laces and everything else that a player actually wore during
a regulation game. You can get used game tools online, but it is almost impossible to verify the authenticity of the goods, according to NBC Sports. The market is full of counterfeit banknotes, and people almost always have to hire a third-party professional to check to make sure they get the real thing.
Another option is to participate in credible auctions that guarantee the authenticity of the verified goods. At reputable auctions, however, high bid rolls big bucks for genuine swag. A T-shirt worn by the game sold for $101,000 in 2015, according to ESPN - and it was just a college T-shirt. The best option is
to buy from the stadium, where authenticity is safe and you don't have to overbid anyone. The Eagles are currently selling a pair of downtown Jason Kelce game-used gloves for $89.99, and Cleveland Browns fans can score a Jersey that defensively rear Johnson Bademosi wore in a 2014 game for
$174.99. If you're hungry for a hot dog at an NFL game, the best you're going to get is $3 - which is the price of bargain ing Seahawks, Ravens and Vikings charge. The average price of a hot dog at a football stadium, however, is $5.19 and some teams, such as the Buffalo Bills, charge a whopping $7.
You can always buy a pack of eight franks and grill them yourself in the parking lot. If you're a fan of giant, plastic, bouncing heads on small plastic bodies, get fixed to the stadium. You will generally find a much better selection of limited and hard to find bobbleheads at the NFL pro store than you would at
other retailers. Bobbleheads you can find elsewhere are generally comparable in price - at least for those officially licensed by the NFL. One of the most popular collectible stakes in the New England Patriots NFL store is Tom Brady Super Bowl LI bobblehead, which sells for $34.99. You can find the same
item on the Fanatics website, but you won't get a break on the price. Another top seller is a Dallas Cowboys Dak Prescott Headline Player for $29.99 - and when you add taxes and shipping, the price goes up. Find out: 20 Ways to Save Big at NFL Games If you're a Chiefs fan, a framed panoramic photo
of a sold-out Arrowhead Stadium would be a pretty sweet addition to in-home in-home Hangout. It would be even sweeter, however, to pay $129 to MyTeamPrints instead of $149.99 at the NFL Chiefs Shop. Teams across the NFL sell gorgeous stadium images framed in their pro stores, which are
uniformly priced across the league. In almost every case, you can find the same elsewhere for less. The autographed football memorabilia is one of many collectibles that could pay big on the line. The FBI concluded that 70 percent of all autographed sports memorabilia is fake, according to a 1996
Washington Post article. In 2000, the estimated number of forgeries was actually closer to 90 percent, according to the New York Post. In 2005, the FBI announced the results of Operation Bullpen, an operation that revealed that the situation has not improved much in the past nine years. Fast forward to
2017 and the autograph industry is still full of fraud. SportsMemorabilia.com estimate that when you buy an autographed item, you take a 50-50 chance that it's real - and that's an optimistic estimate. Whether it's a $3,049.99 autograph, 40th anniversary jersey from Miami Dolphins historic perfect 1972
season or a 2016 Buffalo Bills Draft Day autograph cap by Cardale Jones for $19.99, two things I'm sure if you bought from the stadium: One probably could have found it online for less, and two probably would have been fake. Unlike autographed memorabilia, spare books are easy to authenticate and
easily accessible - provided they are not signed or particularly rare. To run-of-the-mill collectible cards, you probably won't find many steal at the stadium and can probably find the same card or collection at a discount, online retailer for less. You can get a Ray Lewis three-card collection rookie for $49.99
at the Baltimore Ravens NFL store or get the same collection for $30 less at SportsMemorabilia.com. A 1986 Topps Reggie White rookie card sells for $24.99 at the Philadelphia Eagles store. At SportsMemorabilia.com, the price for the same book drops to $9.99. Up Next: The Average Cost of Super
Bowl Tickets from 1967 to Today
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